Let f(x),g(y) be polynomials over Z of degrees n and m respectively and with leading coefficients an , b . Suppose that m\n and that an/bm is the mth power of a rational number. We give two elementary proofs that the equation f(x) = g(y) has at most finitely many integral solutions unless f(x) = g(h(x)) for some polynomial h(x) with rational coefficients taking integral values at infinitely many integers.
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Abstract.
Let f(x),g(y) be polynomials over Z of degrees n and m respectively and with leading coefficients an , b . Suppose that m\n and that an/bm is the mth power of a rational number. We give two elementary proofs that the equation f(x) = g(y) has at most finitely many integral solutions unless f(x) = g(h(x)) for some polynomial h(x) with rational coefficients taking integral values at infinitely many integers.
The problem of showing that a given polynomial diophantine equation (1) P(x,y) = 0 has at most finitely many integral solutions has been a central problem of research in number theory. Deep results in algebraic geometry and diophantine approximation have been employed to address this problem; (see [2, 3] for surveys). For instance, in 1929 Siegel [5] used such methods to prove one of the most celebrated results in this area; namely, that if the curve given by ( 1 ) is irreducible and of positive genus then it has at most finitely many points with integral coordinates. Moreover, he was able to characterize those curves of genus zero having infinitely many points with integral coordinates. The object of this paper is to obtain the same type of result for a special class of diophantine equations as an easy corollary of two lemmas from elementary complex analysis. A second proof of the result is given at the end of the paper using only elementary methods.
We shall restrict our attention to diophantine equations of the type (2) f(x) = anx +an_xx + .-+ a0 = bmy +bm_xy +---+ b0 = g(y)
with integer coefficients, an / 0, bm / 0, although the method we use may be applied to a wider variety of equations of type ( 1 ).
Theorem. Suppose that m\n and that (an/bm) is the mth power of a rational number. Then either (iCC) f(x) -g(h(x)) for some polynomial h(x) with rational coefficients taking integral values at infinitely many integers ; or (ii) equation (2) has at most finitely many integral solutions, u It is clear that in the first case (2) has an infinite family of integral solutions of the type (x, h(x)) where x runs through those values making h(x) integral. Moreover, we shall see in this case that if m is odd, then all solutions with |x| sufficiently large are of the type (x, h(x)). If m is even, then there is possibly a second polynomial h2(x) with rational coefficients such that f(x) -g(h2(x)), and thus a second family of solutions of (2) .
The theorem follows readily from the following two lemmas.
Lemma 1. Suppose that h(z) = cdz + ■ ■ ■ + c0 + c_lz~ + ■ ■ ■ is a Laurent series with rational coefficients converging on an annulus \z\> R, and taking on integer values for infinitely many integers z . Then h(z) is a polynomial, that is c_k = 0 for k G N.
Proof. This is a result of Skolem [6] and the proof we give here can be found for example in Polya and Szego [4, Number 188, p. 142]. Let X he the l.c.m. of the denominators of cd, cd_x, ... , c0 . Set k(z) = X\h(z)\ -X(cdz -\-\-c0), so that k(z) = j(c_, + -f2 + ...). Then k(z) is integral valued for infinitely many integral z and of absolute value less than one for \z\ sufficiently large, whence k(z) -0 for infinitely many integral z. But this implies that k(^) has a cluster point of zeros about z = 0, and so k(^) and k(z) are identically zero.
Lemma 2. If f(z), g(z) are polynomials as in (2) with m\n, say md -n, then there exist m distinct Laurent series of the type h(z) = cdz +cd_xz ~x+ ■ ■ ■ + c0 + c_xz~ +■■■ such that f(z) = g(h(z)) on some annulus \z\>R. Moreover ck G Q(cd), for k < d. Thus the coefficients of h(z) are rational if cd is rational.
Proof. We treat x and y as complex variables and consider solving the equation f(x) = g(y) for y in terms of x . Setting x = j , y = \ and multiplying by s"tm , the equation becomes (4) into (2) we see that Cd = aJbm and that fork<d, ck is a rational function in cd, c¿_,,... , ck+x , a0, ax,... , an, bQ,bx,... ,bm, with rational coefficients. Thus ck G Q(cd) for k <d .
Proof of theorem. We start by observing that under the assumptions of Lemma 2, every solution (x, y) of (2) with \x\ sufficiently large is of the form y = h¡(x) for some i, I < i < m, where hx(x), ... , hm(x) are the m series given in Lemma 2. This follows, for if we fix x then (2) has at most m distinct solutions y. On the other hand, for |x| sufficiently large the m values of y given by hx(x), h2(x), ... , hm(x) are all distinct, for the leading coefficients of these series are the m distinct mth roots of an/bm .
Suppose now that ajbm is the mth power of a rational number. Then if m is even, exactly two of the series, say hx(x), h2(x) have rational coefficients, and if m is odd, exactly one, say hx(x), has rational coefficients. The remaining series have nonreal leading coefficients. If (2) has infinitely many integral solutions it follows that either hx(x) or h2(x) takes on integral values for infinitely many integral x . Hence by Lemma 1, either hx(x) or h2(x) is just a polynomial with rational coefficients. □ Example. It is well known that a polynomial f(x) with integer coefficients takes on the value of an mth power of an integer for all positive integers x if and only if f(x) itself is the mth power of a polynomial with integer coefficients; see [3, Number 114, p. 132] . Setting g(y) = ym in our theorem we obtain a stronger result for a more restricted set of polynomials. Namely, if the degree of f(x) is a multiple of m and the leading coefficient of f(x) is a perfect mth power, then f(x) takes on the value of an mth power infinitely often if and only if f(x) is the mth power of a polynomial with integer coefficients.
Remarks. (1) The assumption in the theorem that an/bm be the mth power of a rational number is essential. For example, whenever a is not a perfect square, the Pell equation y2 = ax +1 has infinitely many integral solutions.
(2) The condition is part (i) of the theorem that h(x) take integral values at infinitely many integers is equivalent to h(x) taking on an integral value at least once. If this condition is omitted from (i) then (2) for some polynomials g2(x), g3(x) of degrees (m -\)d = n -d, with leading coefficients of opposite sign. Without loss of generality we assume that g2 has the positive leading coefficient. Then, since degr(x) < n -d we know that for x sufficiently large g3(x) < c'"r(x) < g2 (x) and consequently, (6) gx(cp(x) -\)<gx(cy) < gx(cp(x) + 1 ).
If m is odd then gx(y) is monotone on a set of the type {|y| > M} for M sufficiently large. Thus if (x, y) is a solution of (2) with \cy\ > M, \cp(x) + 11 > M , and \cp(x) -11 > M, then it follows from (6) that cp(x) -1, cy, cp(x) + 1 are consecutive integers, that is y = p(x). But this implies that r(x) = 0. Thus if (2) has infinitely many solutions then r has infinitely many zeros, and so r is identically zero and f(x) = g(p(x)) identically.
If m is even then an , bm must have the same sign (an/bm is an mth power). Thus, if (2) has infinitely many solutions then there must be infinitely many with x, y both positive or both negative. If ßd is taken to be positive then the same argument as above holds, upon observing that gx (y) is monotone on sets of the type {y > M} and {y < -M}, for M sufficiently large. D
